IN THE NEWS  Spring 2019

Rankings
- U.S. News & World Report names Baruch College to its “2020 Best Graduate Schools” list
- Forbes identifies Baruch College as one of “America’s Best Value Colleges”
- Baruch College named among the nation’s “Best Value Colleges” by The Princeton Review
- The Chronicle of Higher Education recognizes Baruch College among the best for female undergrads earning degrees in computer science and related disciplines
- Baruch College earns high marks from Niche in its “2019 Best Colleges in America” survey
- College Factual names Baruch College among the top schools for “Best Colleges for Veterans”
- Business First

Baruch College
- CUNY-TV’s Urban U featured Baruch College’s Newman Library launching the first digital portal to archives from the Institute of Public Administration
- Baruch College men’s basketball team won the CUNYAC Championship game on a play reported by SB Nation
- Artblog reviewed the Mishkin Gallery’s exhibition “The Work” by artist Lise Soskolne
- ABC-7 New York reported about a homeless student who is attending Baruch College starting in fall 2019

Faculty
- David Birdsell discussed national and state politics with the Wall Street Journal, Spectrum News, CBS New York, The Atlantic, and PBS Newshour
- Grace Schulman featured on Spectrum News highlighting her induction into the Academy of Arts and Letters
- Marc Edelman quoted in the Associated Press about California’s endorsement deals for college athletes
- Andrea Gabor wrote an opinion article in Bloomberg on public school testing
- Doug Muzzio spoke to Reuters on the fallout of the Amazon New York City project
- Bridget Davis’ nonfiction story about her mother’s life in the Motor City reviewed in Crain’s Detroit Business
- Hector Cordero-Guzman’s research cited in Washington Post article about Puerto Rico after Hurricane Maria
- Nizan Geslevich Packin contributed an article for the Wall Street Journal explaining why investors have more confidence in automated online algorithms than human advice
- Bryan Jones’ research about the key to tiger survival appeared in Wildlife Conservation Society
- Myung-koo Kang spoke to CGTN America about the U.S. and North Korea summit
- Doug Carmichael commented in Compliance Week about cheating on internal auditing training tests
- Sophia Gilbukh interviewed for Boston.com article on blockchain and electronic closings for home buying
- Kapil Bawa participated in an interview for WalletHub about a gas and travel credit card survey
- Ted Joyce quoted in the Philadelphia Inquirer on whether legalized abortion reduced U.S. crime rates
- Gideon Pell wrote an article in Forbes about regulating crypto exchanges
- Ted Henken discussed the latest developments happening in Cuba to NPR and the Miami Herald
- Danielle Seid contributed an article to WV Public about the original K-pop stars, the Kim Sisters
- Thomas Ray addressed automating the audit evidence rule in Bloomberg Tax
- Diane Gibson interviewed with MedicalResearch.com about her study on why primary care settings offer opportunity for wider screening for diabetic retinopathy